North Central Self-Study Committee Meeting Minutes  

**Criterion 1 – Mission & Integrity**  

02/20/07 – Laura Lee - 3:30 PM

**Members:**  
- Chair, Penny McConnell  
- Vice-Chair, Al Thompson  
- Secretary, Pat Shedlock  
- Jamie Berthel abs  
- Sarah Isaac abs  
- Dave Kietzmann  
- Vickie Miller  
- Carol Neff abs  
- Jeff Primer  
- Marie Vanada abs  

**Discussed minutes & questions:**

1-a Need to expand Mission to show that we aren't just CC#507  
1-b Need to expand idea to incorporate more demographics such as age, skill levels, etc.  
1-c Need to check all copies mission statements to check if they have the same wording - Do students & public understand  
1-d Need to check dates/policies in Board minutes  
1-e Need to figure out where to find proof  

**Recommend:**  
DACC have 1 focus group or survey for entire Study rather than each Criterion do their own thing  

DACC needs to grow and be more comprehensive—since we are a small CC District  

**Next meeting:** March 2nd at 3:30 in Laura Lee Room  

**Assignment:** We will work on 1-a  
1. Look at Jamie's questions  
2. From *The Handbook of Accreditation*, Chapter 3—"The Criteria for Accreditation" pp 3.1-1 & 2  
3. Think of new questions  
4. Study current Mission Statement - think of ways to update  

**To find a copy of the Mission Statement:**  
(as I can't figure out how to copy & email it to you from the DACC Web page) 
Open the DACC webpage and click on "Mission, Vision, Values, Inclusion" which is listed on the left side of the page - about halfway down from the top